Blackboard Collaborate Guest Link

Each Blackboard Collaborate room can be access via the course area or a guest link. With the guest link, anyone can take part in a session (even external users), entering their name when they join.

Where can I find the guest link?

In the Ultra Course view, select the ellipsis next to the Collaborate option in the Details and Actions menu, then select Get course room guest link. This step is not required for Original course view, simply access Collaborate from the course menu.

For both course views, then click on the ellipsis (right-hand side) and select Copy Guest Link.

This link can now be pasted into an email and shared with the external user.

Further Resources

- MyAberdeen: Joining a Collaborate online session from an Ultra course
- Blackboard Collaborate Ultra: Get Started
- Blackboard Collaborate Ultra: Participate in Sessions
- Blackboard Collaborate Ultra: Participant FAQs
- Blackboard Collaborate Ultra: Network connection best practices for best experience